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Abstract� The aim of this paper is to show that� contrary to what is commonly believed� it is possible to get
rather simple analytic expressions for a class of so called fuzzy controllers and to describe a Maple package
called FuzzyCAT to support analysis and simulation of fuzzy controllers� The restrictions made in the program
concern the shape of the membership functions� the defuzzi�cation methods available and the number of input
and output variables�
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� Basic De�nitions

Fuzzy control �FC� and fuzzy logic are becoming more and more common in industrial appli�
cations However this trend has not yet been accompanied by a similar surge of interest in the
academic control society The reasons for this is maybe that control theorists traditionally
have very high demands on mathematical rigor and analysis before accepting new techniques�
and such mathematical analyses are still scarce in the available FC literature Nevertheless�
FC has so many advantages that its importance cannot be neglected Some references to the
basics of FC and fuzzy logic are ��� �� �� �� ��� ���

We devote this introductory section to recalling the very basic ideas of FC� since there
are comparatively few transparent accounts for this in the literature and the perspective is
rarely the one a control theorist would prefer Also the numerous approaches to various FC
technicalities add to this confusion

From a functional point of view a fuzzy controller simply constitutes a nonlinear mapping
of its input to its output signals� where the nonlinearity is given by fuzzy logic The main
contribution of FC comes from the unconventional �from a control theorist�s point of view�
speci�cation �parametrization� of this nonlinearity Since there is no dynamics in the actual
controller dynamics has to be introduced externally� by some �lters Given a control error
e we thus implement a nonlinear PI�controller by feeding the two signals e and

R
e into the

nonlinear function in question
From an implementational point of view the nonlinear function can be seen as built up

of three parts� fuzzi�cation� inference engine and defuzzi�cation� see �gure � The basic idea

�All correspondence to the �rst author �KF��
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Figure �� The internal of a fuzzy control law and its position in the standard controller�plant
con�guration

of fuzzy control is to use fuzzy logic to de�ne the control action as a function of measured
signals Fuzzy logic is an extension of ordinary� boolean logic� where the concepts of �true�
and �false� are extended to denote �degree� of truth If 
 means �false� and � means �true��
then we allow the veracity of a statement to take any value in the interval �
� �� Thus� we can
regard the number 
� as meaning �almost true� or �almost false� To a property p de�ned
on a set S we associate a membership function �p � S � �
� �� that speci�es to which extent
the property is satis�ed at each point of S

In a fuzzy controller the measured signals are �rst subject to �fuzzi�cation�� which is
simply an application of a number of membership functions � to each measured signal As
seen in �gure � the measured signals may either be the outputs of the plant or� more generally�
the control errors

After that� fuzzy logic �inference rules� are applied to determine the resulting control
action� see the �Inference engine� box in �gure � These rules are of the type

IF conditions on measurements THEN certain control action

The ability to express a control law in a �high�level� manner like this� is one of the reasons
why fuzzy control has attracted people outside the control society to such an extent

Both the condition and the control action are supposed to be given in terms of member�
ship functions or fuzzy logic expressions in membership functions This means that we can
abbreviate each rule of the above type as ��e� � ��u� for some membership functions �� �
The �rst stop towards calculating the actual control action� is to compute the fuzzy output
function

De�nition ��� An inference rule of the kind ��e� � ��u� translates to the fuzzy output

function

��u� e� � ��e� � ��u� � minf��e�� ��u�g ���

�



where � and � are any membership functions and e the measured signal� which may in general
be vector valued Notice that � is a function of two variables if e and u are scalars� the min
operator just chooses the smallest of two numbers �the minimization is pointwise� not over
all values of e or u� ��e� is sometimes referred to as the degree of ful�llment �

Now there is only one more step required to �nd the control output u� the �defuzzi�cation
step� In mathematical language� the defuzzi�cation is nothing else than a functional� ie a
mapping from a space of functions to R  Several defuzzi�cation methods have been suggested�
but the most commonly applied in continuous valued control problems� is the Center of Area
�COA� method The idea is to generate the output u that divides the area under the fuzzy
output function in two equally large parts More formally� we have�

De�nition ��� The Center of Area �COA� defuzzi�cation method produces the control
law u � c�e� where

c�e� �

Z
P

��v� e�v dv
Z
P

��v� e� dv
���

where ��u� e� is the fuzzy output function derived by the inference engine� u � P � R the
control output and e � S � R

n the control error �which might be a vector� If e is a scalar
we will refer to c�e� as the gain function �

Note the close resemblance to expected value in probability theory Since in all applications
P is a compact set and � only takes values in the interval �
� �� the integrals involved converge
If the denominator

R
P
��v� e� dv is zero then so is the numerator� in this case we assign c � 


We now see that the fuzzy control law is indeed a static non�linear function of e The control
law can be considered as a P�controller with variable gain� if e is the �scalar� control error

If we have N di�erent rules the ordered set f��� � � � � �Ng is called the fuzzy output vector
Before we can apply COA we have to combine the rules to a single real valued function The
most common idea is to pretend there is a logic or between the rules Thus we obtain the
combined fuzzy output function

��u� e� � ���u� e� � ���u� e� � � � � � �N �u� e� � max
i
f�i�u� e�g ���

Another possibility is to add the �i before computing the center of area�

��u� e� �
X
i

�i�u� e� ���

A comparison between these and other defuzzi�cation methods can be found in ���

� FuzzyCAT� Ideas� Features and Principles

Usually the integrals in ��� are solved numerically� either on�line while running the controller�
or o��line while compiling the code for the controller This however gives us no support in
doing mathematical analysis of the result� ie we are left with experimental or simulation
based analysis But if proper restrictions are introduced to narrow down the set of possible
membership functions� we are in fact able to solve ��� to get closed expressions in e This was
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Figure �� Membership function

the main motivation for initiating the development of FuzzyCAT �Fuzzy Control Analysis
Tool�

FuzzyCAT has been developed as a MSc thesis work by the second author and is im�
plemented as a software package for the computer algebra system Maple ��� A detailed
description of the package is found in ����� but we will here present some of its main char�
acteristics to give some �avor of the general idea FuzzyCAT translates fuzzy logic rules to
explicit �closed� mathematical expressions for the resulting control law as de�ned by the gain
function The mathematical expressions can either be rendered as ordinary Maple code or as
a MATLAB �	� m��le suitable for incorporation in a simulation model in eg Simulink ���

There is of course other software available for FC One example is Togai�s TIL�shell ����
which is a commercial package that lets one de�ne fuzzy control laws graphically� plot these�
simulate them and translate them into executable C�code What is unique with FuzzyCAT
is that analytic expressions for the control law are obtained

FuzzyCAT is freely available by anonymous ftp at the address ���������	�� or
joakim�isy�liu�se� under the directory 
pub
src
maple
fuzzycat The size of the �le
containing all the Maple source code for FuzzyCAT� including help texts� is approximately
�
 kbytes

�

The �rst restrictions introduced by FuzzyCAT is that the number of controller inputs
�measured signals� cannot exceed � Furthermore the controller output is assumed scalar
Given these and some additional restrictions to be mentioned below� the following main
functions are currently available in FuzzyCAT�

� Generation of membership functions� mfmake

� Generation of fuzzy rules� rule� combine�rules

� Fuzzy logical operations� And� Or� Not

� Defuzzi�cation� defuzz

� Generation of simulation code for MATLAB� matlabfunc

� Plotting of gain functions� fuzzyplot

�



A membership function is represented as lists of lists�

�function����range�����function����range��������

where each pair �function���range�� is called a subfunction The range of each subfunc�
tion is the interval on which the �rst expression of the subfunction de�nes the membership
function The restrictions introduced for membership functions are

� The total function has to be continuous

� The subfunctions have to be analytically integrable� monotonic and surjective onto the
interval �
� ��� unless they are identical to 
 or � over their interval of de�nition

This certainly allows for non�monotonic membership functions� though Both the function
and the range in a subfunction can depend on parameters An example of a membership
function is

� v�hi����e��emax���a��e
���a���
��e��a��a����e�a��emax���

Figure � depicts v�hi with emin � �emax� � � �a� � � a FuzzyCAT de�nes a data type
called membershipfunction so that the call type�v�membershipfunction�� returns true if
v is a valid membership function The function mfmake is a user�s support for designing
membership functions When called without arguments it asks questions about the shape
of the membership function to be constructed Otherwise some parameters determining the
membership function are given as arguments�

mfmake�type�variable�name�list�of�breakpoints�interpolation�type�

The function rule translates a linguistic rule �a string� to a fuzzy output function� for
example

� r���rule��if v�lo or a�lo then p�hi���

and combine�rules combines two or more fuzzy output functions according to ��� or ����
according to the user�s choice The function defuzz defuzzi�es a combined fuzzy output
function according to a user speci�ed defuzzi�cation method Currently only di�erent versions
of COA are supported in FuzzyCAT

fuzzyplotmakes a plot of the gain function c�e� If e is scalar then the plot is two dimensional
and if e � R � it is three dimensional Since the control laws often are not C� �see example ���
linear interpolation is used instead of the default cubic spline when making �D�plots

There is also a procedure diffs�in�origin which returns the derivative of c�e� in the origin�
ie c��
� If e is a vector then the partial derivatives of c in the origin are computed This
might be interesting� since these typically describe the parameters of an approximating linear
PID�controller

� Analyzing an Example Using FuzzyCAT

In this section we study a simple fuzzy controller and use FuzzyCAT to derive an analytic
expression for the control signal u as a function of the measured signal �plant output� y This
expression is then used to prove the stability of the closed loop system� as the controller is
applied to a linear minimum phase plant

�



Example ��� Let P � ��b� b� � R and u � P If the controller output membership
function �lo�u� is associated with the statement �The signal u is low�� we can have eg

�lo�u� �

����
���

�� u 	 ��

��� u�
�
� u � ���� ��


� u � �

���

and
�hi�u� � 	�lo�u� � �� �lo�u� ���

Suppose that the measured signal �plant output� y � ��a� a� has associated membership
functions

�lo�y� �

����
���

�� y 	 ��

��� y�
�� y � ���� ��


� y � �

���

and �hi�y� 
 �� �lo�y� Consider a fuzzy controller de�ned by two rules�

IF y is hi THEN u is lo ���

IF y is lo THEN u is hi� �	�

Here follows a Maple session where FuzzyCAT is used for deriving an analytic expression
for the control law generated be the rules above�

� read��fuzzycat�m���
� ylo��mfmake��lo�	y	
�a	��	�	a	�linear���

ylo ��



�	 y � � a �� ��	 
��� � ��� y	 y � �� �� �	 
�	 y � � �� a

� type�ylo	membershipfunction��
true

� yhi��Not�ylo��
� ulo��mfmake��lo�	u	
�b	��	�	b	�linear���
� uhi��Not�ulo��
� r���rule��if ylo then uhi���
� r���rule��if yhi then ulo���
� rm��combine�rules�r�	r�	max��
� rs��combine�rules�r�	r�	add��
� cm��defuzz�rm��

�
� �� � � b

cm �� 

��� �����������	 y � � a �� ��	
b

� � �
y �� � b � �� y � � �� � � b


��� ������������������	 y � �� �� �	 
� ��� �����������	 y � � �� a
b b

� cs��defuzz�rs��

�
� �� � � b

cs �� 

��� �����������	 y � � a �� ��	
b

�



� � �
y �� � b � �� y � � �� � � b


� ��� ������������������	 y � �� �� �	 
� ��� �����������	 y � � �� a
� b

� � � � b � � y

� diffs�in�origin�cs��
�
b



y	 ���������
� � � � b

� diffs�in�origin�cm��



y	 � ��� b

� matlabfunc�cs	cssim��
� a���� b�����
� interface�plotoutput��csplot�ps�	plotdevice�postscript��
� fuzzyplot�cs��

The plot that was made by fuzzyplot is displayed in �gure � and the �le cssim�m

produced by the call matlabfunc�cs�cssim� is displayed in �gure � In this case the �le
cssim cannot be used directly in MATLAB since it contains parameters a� b This is of course
trivial to circumvent

From the Maple computation we draw the conclusion that the rules ��� and �	� together
with the membership functions ���� ��� etc generate the control law u � c�y�� where

c�y� �

����
���

����� �� � y 	 ��
�

��
��� y� � ���� y� �� � y � �

������ � 	 y � �

��
�

in the case a � �� b � ��� using COA�defuzzi�cation with max�combination of fuzzy output
functions For these choices of a� b we have c��
� � �� so around the origin the fuzzy controller
can be approximated with a P�controller with gain � In the sequel we write cmax for the gain
function obtained with max�COA and csum for the one corresponding to sum�COA� ie c in
formula ��
� is cmax

It is trivial to check in Maple that c�max�y� � ��

��
y� � � in the interval ���� �� Since

c���� � c����� �� 
� c does not have a continuous derivative which may cause trouble in some
applications By keeping b unassigned in cmax we can see that c � C� is only achieved by
putting b � �� whereas csum cannot be made C� by any choice of b�

It is interesting to note that the controller obtained is the simplest possible odd non�
linearity �a polynomial with a linear and a cubic term� plus a saturation Since it is not
possible to de�ne a fuzzy controller with one single rule ��� we proverbially conclude�

�The simplest possible fuzzy controller is the simplest possible nonlinear controller�
�

Now that we have analytic expressions for the nonlinear control law de�ned by fuzzy logic
we can use standard methods from nonlinear control theory to analyze the closed loop Some
suitable tools treated in most basic textbooks on nonlinear control are� the circle criterion�
the Popov criterion� the describing function approach and Lyapunov theory ��� �
� ���

Example ��� Let us apply the type of controller derived in the previous example to a
linear plant and examine the stability properties of the closed loop system

�



Consider the gain function c�y� de�ned in equation ��
� �Note that this is not the
function displayed in �gure �� Let us apply this control law to the linear non�minimum
phase plant with transfer function

G�s� � 
��
�� s

�s� ���s� ��
����

It is easy to check that

y � 
 �
�c�y�

y
� � ����

The circle criterion thus assures closed loop stability if

� � ReG�i�� � ��
� ����

and it is straightforward to prove that the inequality ���� actually holds We have proved
that ��
� is a stable control law for the system ���� Figure � shows the step�response of the
closed loop system under a fuzzy control law and a linear P�controller with gain � Since
there is no other P�controller which gives the closed loop system the same static gain we can
conclude that the fuzzy controller performs better than the linear one for this system� but
we should remember two things�

� As for all nonlinear controllers� the shape of the step response changes with the ampli�
tude of the reference signal The fuzzy controller will behave quite di�erently for other
values of r

� The main reason for the good performance of the fuzzy controller is the saturation
present in c  it is simple to check via simulation that a saturating P�controller behaves
almost exactly as the fuzzy controller

� A linear PI�controller will outperform the fuzzy P�controller

�
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Figure �� Gain function c�e� in example ��

function u�cssim�v�

� This file was created by the Maple function matlabfunc�

� Contains a fuzzy controller�

� �c� ���� Anders Stenman

� ���������������������������������������������������������

y�v����

if � y �� �a � � � y �� �� ��

u � �
���������b���
b �

elseif � y �� �� � � � y �� � ��

u � ��
��y�����b������y���
������b���y��� �

elseif � y �� � � � � y �� a ��

u � ��
���������b���
b �

end

Figure �� MATLAB m��le de�ning the fuzzy controller in example ��
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� Future Extensions of FuzzyCAT

FuzzyCAT is likely to be extended in the following directions in future versions of the program�

Membership functions� It could be interesting to have more general types of member�
ship functions even if the ones already covered probably are su!cient for most applications

Other defuzzi�cation methods� Some of the commonly employed defuzzi�cation
methods that do not use COA should be supported

Stability analysis� It is easy to automatically check if a nonlinear P�controller of the
above type together with a linear �rational� plant satis�es the circle criterion

To conclude� we hope that some of the tools presented here contributes to the demysti�ca�
tion of fuzzy control so that it may eventually become an accepted part of control engineering
both in industry and academia� and receive a fair judgement and treatment from both
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